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Abstract
The paper presents the preliminary results of the cluster analysis devoted to the national
databases research of „World Internet Project – 2012‟ in Russia, Sweden, China and
United Kingdom. The purpose of cluster analysis is to classify the respondents in
accordance with the characteristics of the Internet content they use and the dominant
roles they play in Internet communication. Social profiles of different user groups in
selected countries can help to identify different national strategies of online behaviour.
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1. Introduction
Modern societies experience dynamic changes in the sphere of
information, thus national net development turns out to be one of the most
significant tendencies which transforms communicative, political and cultural
environment of the societies. The Internet has become a centre where
‟traditional‟ values are being transformed whereas „new‟ values and behaviour
models of citizens are actively crystallizing.
Interdependence of communicative and social components of virtual space
is an important research subject for a number of Russian scientists all over the
world [1-6; Internet audience in Russia and its regions, http://runet.fom.ru/,
accessed 15/02/2014]. They analyses political effects of Internet communication.
Special attention is paid to the networking approach and studies of nature,
structure and functions of online networks. There are a number of sociological
studies devoted to Runet users and their characteristics [7; S. Greene, Twitter
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http://www.newmediacenter.ru/ru/, accessed 25/12/2012], one of them is „World
Internet Project – 2012‟ in 50 countries [8].
2. Method
To collect data we used mass pool of Russians (N = 1600), Chinese (1500
respondents), Swedish (2700 respondents), and British (1800), respondents, All
samples are representative for the type area of residence, district, gender and
age). To verify the received data we clustered the selection of World Internet
Project in Russia, China, Sweden, and United Kingdom (2012) with the help of
SPSS.18.0. It was necessary because the classification of Russian users based on
the content they use and their involvement into Internet communication is of
theoretical nature and it only provides comparative analysis of sociological
research data.
3. Main results
Cluster analysis was carried out using the method of K-means SPSS for
Windows 18.0. The results of this type of analysis are the profiles of Internet
users, shown in Table 1. Development and interpretation of the profiles was
based on the works of a wide range of researchers studying the trends of Internet
communication in the modern world [9-19; World Internet Project
http://www.worldinternetproject.net/#news, accessed 09/02/2014].
According to the table, which characterizes the profiles of Internet usage,
the most intense type of user of the global electronic network is „human digital‟.
Virtually the entire livelihood of people of this profile is associated with the use
of the Internet. „Human digital‟ people have virtually used all of their known
capabilities and resources of the World Wide Web. Profile is characterized by
the fact that those who belong to it, refer to the Internet as a means of solving all
the problems, including, as a way of improving their political subjectivity.
Profile of „Human entertains‟ uses the Internet quite intensively, but only
for recreation and leisure activities. People of this profile Internet use are rather
sceptical or indifferent to the Internet as a tool of doing business or political
participation. They do not feel confidence in the Internet content, therefore are
ready to use it just for fun.
Profile of „Human pragmatic‟ focused on the use of the Internet
exclusively from business and instrumental interests. People of this type use on a
regular and extensive basis the Internet, while still having some trust to Internet
content. Focusing their attention primarily on pragmatic problems, these people
still consider a global electronic network as a means of increasing political
subjectivity.
Profile of „Human traditional‟ characterizes people occasionally and
sporadically using the Internet. They prefer offline communication and
traditional sources of information, do not trust Internet content, and do not
believe in the possibility of raising political subjectivity via the Internet.
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Table 1. Characteristic profiles of Internet usage.
Human
nondigital
Does not
use the
Internet
at all

Human
digital

Human
entertains

Human
pragmatic

Human
traditional

Intensity of using
Internet in general

More than
16 hours a
day

About 8
hours a day

Not more
than 6
hours a day

Less than 2
hours a
week

Using Internet to
communicate (email, chat,
networks)

+

+

+

-

-

Every day,
all types
of content

Does not
create, but
uses
Internetcontent

Every day,
businessand
instrumentoriented
content

Does not
create
Internetcontent

Does not
create
and does
not use
Internetcontent

All types

Music,
social
networks,
movies,
humor,
online
games

Connects
with
partners,
information
for making
business

Instrumentoriented
content
from time
to time

No type
of
Internetcontent

+

-

-

-

-

High

Low

Middle

Low

Not
defined

Intensity of
creating Internetcontent

Type preferred
content

Attitudes to
political
empowerment of
the Internet
The level of trust to
Internet content

Table 2.The distribution of clusters in selected countries (%).
United
China
Russia
Sweden
Kingdom
Human
digital
Human
entertainment
Human
pragmatic
Human
traditional
Human
non-digital
Total

Average

14.6

8.1

5.9

12.8

12.9

13.5

17.3

33.4

8.8

16.6

27.3

13.5

4.4

49.5

25.9

21.7

5.3

23.9

16.4

17.2

22.8

55.7

32.4

12.5

27.4

100

100

100

100

100
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Finally, the „Human non-digital‟ is that part of the population excluded
from the Internet communications. As a rule, the cause of this failure from the
use of the Internet is its inaccessibility (no computer, the high price of Internet
access, lack of skills to use the Internet). Among the small proportion of people
who are „ex-users‟ refers to the dominant share of the lack of interest to the
Internet, time and reasonable reasons for the global electronic network. Table 2
shows the distribution profiles of Internet use in selected countries.
According to the survey, there is a pronounced national specific strategy
using the Internet. Another interesting distribution of respondents according to
the profiles using the global electronic network indicates that the representatives
of profiles „Human digital‟ and „Human non-digital‟ are mostly Chinese.
Obviously, this is due to the extremely high level of income differentiation in
China. More than half of the Chinese (55.7%) were excluded from Internet
communications for reasons related to the unavailability of the Internet. At the
same time, 8.1% of Chinese people, who belong to the profile of „Human
digital‟, having access to the global electronic network, using all its resources
and actually spend their lives on the Internet. Chinese are quite optimistic about
the possibility of a global electronic network. This is largely due to the
perception of the Internet as a social benefit, access to which is restricted.
Very noticeable is the fact of domination in the number of Swedes profile
of „Human pragmatic‟. On the one hand, this is due to features of the national
character of the citizens of Sweden, on the other - a rather long history of
inclusion of Sweden in Internet communication, an objective assessment of the
advantages and disadvantages of the „World Wide Web‟ and the choice of only
justified way to use the Internet - a pragmatic Internet communications strategy.
Two aspects of Russian reality may explain the dominating of Internet
usage profiles „Human entertainment‟ and „Human traditional‟. Firstly, the
Russians have a relatively low level of trust in the Internet content and,
therefore, primarily focused on entertainment and relaxation. Secondly, most of
the middle-aged and older people form the basis of the profile of „Human
traditional‟, which prefer direct communication and use the Internet „for a
special occasion‟ In Russia, the Internet got really widespread much later than in
Europe, and most of the people don‟t use Internet the major part of their life.
They refer to the global electronic network more as a „gimmick‟ than as a tool
for solving practical, political, and economic problems.
Distribution of respondents by the number of profiles of Internet use in
UK is pretty much correlated with the average trend in the number of different
profiles of Internet use in all selected countries. However, if we talk about the
most dominant profile type of Internet use, the British, as well as the Swedes,
focus on the pragmatic use of the „World Wide Web‟. As Swedes, the British
people have already a long history of using the Internet and also prefer to use the
electronic global network as purely instrumental.
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4. Findings
There are five profiles of Internet users, „Human digital‟, the most
intensively included in Internet communication and using all the opportunities
and resources of the global electronic network; „Human entertains‟ focused on
the use of the Internet as a resource for recreation and leisure; „Human
pragmatic‟ having a fitting on the utilitarian use of the World Wide Web mostly
for conducting the business or professional interests; „Traditional man‟ almost
not included in the regular Internet communication, using a global electronic
network in rare cases, and preferring traditional sources of information and
direct communication; „Human non-digital‟ that does not use the Internet.
Trends in Internet communication have a significant national identity,
reflected in a significant dominance in the national samples of certain profiles of
Internet use.
China leads in the number of representatives of the profile „Human nondigital‟ due to restricted access to the „World Wide Web‟.
Russia ranks the first in the number of two cluster-profiles: „Human
entertains” and “Human traditional‟. Dominance of the first profile is associated
with the perception by Russians of Internet space resources as not credible, and
therefore, suitable only for rest and recreation. Quite a large number of Russians
have only basic skills on using of the Internet and make it very rarely.
Sweden is leading in the number of „Human pragmatic‟ profile, thereby
identifying the national characterological features with the instrumental value
and practicality.
In the UK, the proportion of clusters distribution has been very close to
the median values of the shares of these clusters in the totality of the selected
countries. Thus, the development of Internet communications in the UK reflects
the average trend of the process and can serve as role carrying case for crossnational research on this subject.
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